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Product stewardship

IF RECYCLING IS THE ANSWER
WE’RE ASKING THE WRONG
QUESTION
Effective product stewardship is an important tool
for securing New Zealand’s 100% pure brand
and reputation. A strong environmental story for
our place and our products needs to be backed
with practical action and clear audit trails. This
requires a whole system approach.
Input traceability and measured carbon and
resource footprints are becoming important
decision making tools. We need to be able to
prove to one another, and the wider world, that
we are walking the talk.
Part two of our Waste Minimisation Act 2008
contains the provisions we need to create a
sturdy regulatory framework for product
stewardship. So far, successive New Zealand
governments have chosen not to implement
these provisions. They have relied on
uncoordinated voluntary efforts to secure our
brand. Limited progress has been made.

The Australian Government has bitten the bullet
and done the background work required to
establish a comprehensive product stewardship
scheme for TV’s and computers. Their
co-regulatory model is being rolled out with
industry and public support. The Australians are
currently exploring product stewardship options
for packaging.
Sharing Responsibility
Part two of the WMA2008 encourages (and, in
certain circumstances, requires) the people and
organisations involved in the life of a product to
share responsibility for ensuring there is effective
reduction, reuse, recycling, or recovery of the
product; and for managing any environmental
harm arising from the product when it becomes
waste.
For resource recovery to be viable we have to
realise the value in the materials and make sure
the revenue gets to the right places in the
recovery chain. These chains are long and
complex. Effective product stewardship requires
a clear regulatory framework so all the players

understand their roles and responsibilities and
can step up to the mark. It goes beyond
recycling, driving reduction from the design
phase right through the system.
RCN e- Cycle
CRN members work at the coal face. Every day
people show up at our sites looking for solutions
for hard to handle products and materials.
E-waste has posed a particular problem due to
the scale of the flows, the hazardous nature of
some components and the lack of a revenue
stream to fund work.
Since 2010 the RCN Group and the Community
Recycling Network have been working together
to establish a nationwide network of user pays
drop off points for TV’s and other electronic
waste. The Waste Minimisation Fund has helped
resource this work. Relationships are being built
up with community groups, councils and
businesses up and down the recovery and
supply chain.
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Establishing the framework

Working together

Building a value chain

Learning from Australia

Recycling makes sense when the materials we collect
can be used to replace virgin resources and energy in
new products. Unfortunately our collection systems
don’t automatically lead to this outcome. To get high
quality feedstock for re-processors and to drive waste
reduction through supply and recovery chains we
need effective product stewardship schemes. Strong
feedback loops between the different players are
essential. We are depending on government to
establish the regulatory framework that will enable the
complex web of players to work together on practical
schemes.

For recycling to be viable we have to realise the value
in the materials and make sure the revenue gets to the
right places in the recovery chain. Supply and
recovery chains are very long and complex. It is
difficult for the right hand to know what the left is
doing. Innovation brings new products on to the
market that may not fit with existing recovery
infrastructure. The introduction of degradables and
bioplastics has caused confusion. Competing claims
around the sourcing and recyclability dimensions of
sustainability confuse consumers.

New Zealand is lagging behind our trading partners
when it comes to implementing effective product
stewardship programmes. Successive governments
have passed the buck. Australia has bitten the bullet
done the cost benefit analysis and accepted there is a
case for government becoming involved in
establishing a regulatory framework for some
products. The Australians are giving us a clear path to
follow. Their co-regulatory approach has been
accepted by industry for e-waste and is being
explored for packaging.

Challenge: In the absence of effective product
stewardship programmes there is no incentive for
players to internalise the costs of providing solutions
or to cooperate for the common good.

Challenge: Our well-being and international
reputation are dependent on the establishment of
effective product stewardship schemes. We have
failed to galvanise popular support for these so far
although evidence suggests willingness to pay
through advance disposal fees is becoming more
palatable to the general public.

Challenge: Current voluntary approach has resulted
in partial solutions and disjointed actions by players
across the supply and recovery chain. In the absence
of an overarching framework players are often
working at cross purposes.
Solution: Use part 2 of the WMA 2008 to put in place
effective product stewardship programmes for both
priority and non-priority products.

Solution: Long term alliances across supply and
recovery chains based on mutual benefit and an
interest in the public good will facilitate investment in
infrastructure, make it more likely that impacts, risks
and costs will be internalised. Transparency and
information sharing increase willingness to pay.

Solution: Accept that the case has already been
made and put our energy into establishing sturdy and
viable product stewardship schemes.
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